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Welcome to IB English III Language and Literature! This is a college-level course that is reading and writing 

intensive. We will read and study sophisticated texts that include both primary sources and critical 

interpretations. I suggest you read the books listed over the summer, though know that per school board policy, 

you are not required to read them over break; however, you will be discussing, reflecting, and responding to 

assessments concerning these readings the first few weeks of the school year. Additionally, we will refer to 

these texts throughout the course and some will also be relevant to your other IB and/or academic courses.  

Required Readings 1. How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster 
▪ ISBN: 9780062301673 

 
Professor Foster offers an approachable breakdown of literary 
criticism and close reading. This book will serve you well in this course 
and beyond as it will give basics of common interpretation techniques. 
I suggest taking short notes or reflections while reading. You will be 
tested on this book and be expected to reference it in essays and 
discussions throughout the year. NOTE: Students may skip Ch. 16 and 
17. 

2. All Quiet on the Western Front by Erich Maria Remarque, translated 
by A. W. Wheen (1987 mass market paperback edition) 
ISBN: 9780449213940 
Considered by some to be the “greatest” war novel of all time, 
Remarque’s best-known work helped begin a genre and inspired 
generations of veterans to write about their experiences. We will 
discuss this novel’s influence while you will also examine WWI in your 
HOTA course.  

 

Suggested but 
not Required 
Readings 

1. Mindset by Carol Dweck 
Dweck is a researcher who chronicles the success of students and others 
who approach learning and obstacles with a “growth mindset.” Worth a 
read for anyone who wishes to improve both academically and otherwise.  

2. Grit by Angela Duckworth 
Like Dweck’s book, Duckworth examines the qualities of successful students 
and people in an effort to isolate the differences in how people approach 
difficulties and setbacks. It’s probably not necessary to read the entirety of 
the book to get the point, but definitely worth a look.  

3. Percy Jackson series by Rick Riordon 
Not required but IB students in previous years who read this series had an 
easier time studying Ovid’s Metamorphoses, which can be a difficult text. 
The Percy Jackson stories gave them some previous knowledge of the 
Ancient Greek and Roman myths explored by Ovid.  
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